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Future-attuned 
leadership: 
Modern challenges 
for future leaders

By Samuel Samhan

Standout leaders are attuned and responsive to 
shifting cultural, social and environmental contexts. 
As a new decade dawns, it brings changes, challenges 
and opportunities to companies, and those who 
lead them. With this in mind, let’s examine five key 
opportunities to capitalise on our innate experience 
with the ‘new normal’ to shine as future-attuned 
leaders, and offer support as board members. 

Offering just salary is not 
enough
Employees are now looking to more than just salary 
when deciding where to work. In coming years, 
people will seek out supportive companies that 
invest in and support them as whole people. Facing 
fierce competition to recruit and retain top talent, 
as future leaders, we need to enable companies 
to stand out. Well-rounded support attracts well-
rounded and diverse people. Our strategy should 
consider in-kind benefit offerings such as flexible 
work hours, work from home options, free meals at 
work, child care and wellbeing programs.

Shaping culture
Modern workers seek and expect personal 
meaning and fulfilment at work. They desire 
confluence between their personal values, and 

those of the company. Company culture – more 
than the nature of their day-to-day tasks – is 
what energises employees to believe in the 
company, not just work for it. 

To nurture an effective workforce, we must 
be deliberate and considerate in our cultural 
leadership. Culture takes a long time to build, 
and even longer to transform. Effective cultural 
strategy requires persistence, consistency, and 
clear direction. From grassroots to boardroom, 
modern leaders put in the groundwork to listen 
to and understand individual and organisational 
needs, and use this to build company-wide 
engagement. We must clearly communicate a 
collective vision, live it through our behaviour, 
and reinforce its value to all who we seek to bring 
on the journey.

Prioritising cybersecurity
Increasing cybersecurity threats are among 
the most significant changes to governance 
risk profiles in recent years. In Australia, such 
breaches are common and costly. As future-
attuned leaders, we must understand that 
on top of direct financial costs, legal and 
reputational risks place cybersecurity squarely in 
the remit of director responsibility. It is no longer 
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acceptable for those in governance positions 
to leave cybersecurity to ‘the tech people’. We 
must invest in company-level cybersecurity 
infrastructure, training and protection, as well 
as bolster our own understanding of this ever-
present risk.

Managing constant change
In the modern era, changes in technology and 
ways of working have transformed the very 
essence of what work, and the workplace, looks 
like. Recent shifts have included:

• Automation— reducing demand for mundane 
and repetitious labour, and increasing demand 
for creative, intellectual and social labour.

• Telecommuting, co-working and other 
workforce dispersal – reducing geographic 
restriction, and increasing the potential 
employee pool.

• Virtual meetings – reducing the overhead 
costs of collaboration, opening new distant 
markets and increasing cross-pollination of 
ideas.

• Contracting, casualisation and the gig 
economy – improving workforce optimisation 
and responsiveness in the face of fluctuating 
demand levels.

We must critically consider new technologies and 

ways of working to avoid wasting money, effort, 
time and employee goodwill on transformation 
misadventure. Effective leaders intelligently 
balance the risks and benefits of operational 
change. New technology brings potential 
efficiencies, and the risk of workflow disruption, 
steep learning curves, and rapid technology 
redundancy. New ways of working may improve 
collaboration and employee satisfaction, but 
may also splinter teams and hamper efforts to 
maintain a collective vision.

As future-attuned leaders, we must be expert 
change managers. We must recognise that 
change places demands upon a company and its 
people, and actively support them to embrace 
and thrive in an ever-changing environment.

Supporting mental health 
at work
The role work plays in mental health – for better 
or worse – is now at the forefront of mental 
health awareness. At the same time, technology 
has blurred traditional lines between work and 
non-work hours. For many people, life and work 
are now inextricably intertwined. Therefore, the 
mental health impacts of work no longer remain 
at work, but touch every corner of our days. This 
is true for everybody, including leaders.
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Mental ill health contributes to absenteeism, 
presenteeism, reduced productive and other 
costs. And the expected mental health impacts 
of work are increasingly a decisive factor for job 
applicants. Given the sheer size of the issue, and 
key legal and regulatory precedents establishing 
company’s responsibility to address it, leaders 
must pay attention. 

We must enable our companies to make consistent, 
proactive and ongoing efforts to prevent and 
respond to mental ill health. This includes enabling 
a positive and supportive culture, promoting work-
life balance, and providing support options for our 
people. Prioritising mental health is an investment 
in productivity, reputation, as well as workforce 
attraction and retention. And it guards against the 
risk of adverse action by employees experiencing 
emotional distress.

Looking and acting forward
The current profile of social and workplace 
change presents fresh challenges, as well as 
new solutions to age-old problems. Stand-out 
leaders will be those who respond intelligently 
and adaptively to changing norms, expectations 
and environments. Those who achieve this will 
enjoy strategic success that extends all the way 
from individual employee performance, through 
operational outputs, to a healthier bottom line.
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